Bespoke Tuscany

Let us lead you into a dream in the fabled Tuscany and
enjoy our bespoke experiences!
Discover the beauty of the cities and their unparalleled treasures with our
expert and enthusiastic guides; relax on board of our top class car fleet
and deep into the millenary traditions of the tuscan countryside with its
rolling vineyard-clad hills; enjoying a glass of awarded wine coupled with
our delicious food.
This is our world and we would love to share it with you!

MISSION AND PHILOSOPHY
Our goal is to deliver specially designed dreams and experiences that are lived
out through exploring the food, culture and beauty of Tuscany.
We believe each time you travel it is a “Journey” that should be tailored and fit to
your expectations and needs.
Our business model is built on the fundamentals of loyalty, integrity, commitment
and excellence, all to provide you with a wonderful bespoke experience. We are
constantly developing new “adventures” to make sure that our guests are involved
into an unforgettable vacation.
All our guided activities are suitable for all different kind of travelers, but if you
do not find something pre-made that fits, we are able to customized it for you.
Our specially trained, experienced and professional guides will bring
History, Art and tradition to life with their special personal touch.
We love to take care of our guests from the first step in Tuscany to their.. “see you
soon”.

FOOD AND WINE
EXPERIENCES

CHIANTI CLASSICO = RED WINE, EVERYBODY KNOWS
Be part of the history and deep into the millenary tradition of the wine,
a relevant part of our culture!
Let us drive you through a relaxing and scenic journey in the heart of Tuscany
on board of one of our top-class car.
With your driver/guide wine expert set out on the exploration
of one of the most beautiful area of Italy and discover
the legendary region of the Chianti area
with its rolling vineyard-clad hills and fabled villages, castles and farms nestled on the hills.
Explore 3 of the most famous estates where you will taste the famed Chianti Classico,
the wine produced in the area, by tasting and learning
the different techniques of production
and aging processes in between tradition and innovation.
After your morning tastings enjoy a delicious Tuscan lunch, learning to couple food and wine for
a unique experience that caresses the senses!
At the end of your lunch proceed to another estate for the last tasting of the day before heading
back to your hotel with your heart … wormed by delicious memories!

CLASSIC WINE
TOUR
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Eight wine tasting
Two winery visits
Three courses lunch
All activities
Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

DID YOU KNOW THAT CHIANTI CAN OFFER MORE THAN JUST WINE?
With this activity you will discover the winders of this region that is now renovating and welcoming new kinds of production.
The first stop involves, of course, wine and extra virgin olive oil tasting in one of the last family
farms who uses old techniques and traditional equipment.
To taste the real flavor of olive oil and Chianti classico as it used to be decades ago.
Then (surprise, surprise!) the tour will continue with... beer!
Italy is not well known as a beer country, but young and brave people started this kind of production also here in Chianti and the result is amazing!
Last but not least the sheep farm; here you will enjoy a tour of the grounds, the stables, where it
might be possible to see the milking or the feeding of the animals,
and finally a visit to the cheesemaking lab.
Next you will be able to taste each one of the cheeses produced here, coupled with organic
honey, bread and of course wine!
An expert local guide will lead you during the entire day, so you can look with your eyes how in
this land the old and the new are not in
contradiction but can mix together in a unique ensemble.

FOOD TOUR
IN TUSCANY
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Food tasting
Three courses lunch
Wine tasting
All activities
Local driver/ wine and
food expert
Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

TOGETHER WITH THE VINE, OLIVE TREE WAS ONE OF THE PLANTS INTRODUCED
IN TUSCANY BY THE ETRUSCANS, MANY CENTURIES B.C. SO IT IS NATURAL THAT OLIVE OIL
CHARACTERIZES THIS LAND AS MUCH AS WINE.
You have the chance to have a lot of wine tours of many different types, but the offer of extra
virgin olive oil tasting is not that big. Well, we think that this fantastic product deserves a tour on
its own and this is what we are offering you.
In Italy olive oil is considered not just a grease to cook with, but a food itself, a protagonist of
our cuisine. With this activity we will bring you to two oil mills, definitely different in style and
techniques.
The first, traditional, genuine and family run, will show you the various types of olives, along with
all the machinery to obtain the best quality extra virgin olive oil.
The second, own by a Tuscan noble family, is situated in a villa from the 17th century and hosts
many tool used in the past for the oil making, together with the new ones that still consent to
the family to produce one of the finest oil of the region.
Lunch will be served in the farm where you will enjoy a wine tasting pairing with traditional
tuscan cuisine. Both places combine the knowledge of the ancestors with the modern technologies to offer a product of priceless value.
Enjoy tasting and learning all about the different characteristics, culinary uses, and many health
benefits of various olive oils, surrounded by charming views and in complete relax.

OLIVE OIL
TOUR
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Six different extra virgin olive oil tasting
Two olive mill visits
Three courses lunch with wine tasting
All activities
Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

FOR SURE, SAFFRON AND VERNACCIA ARE TWO PRODUCTS YOU HEARD ABOUT
BEFORE. WELL, THEY ARE MADE EXACTLY IN THE SAME PLACE, ON THE HILLS
SURROUNDING SAN GIMIGNANO.
Enjoy a day exploring the fabled area around of San Gimignano in an unusual way!
You will discover the secret of the ancient richness and prosperity,
the international connections the village had since the early Middle-Ages, thanks to the pilgrims’ path, first leading to Rome and then to Gerusalem!
Due to these connections with the Middle East San Gimignano developed one of the most extended production of “saffron”, still produced with the traditional techniques!
After learning all the secrets of the “yeallow spice” enjoy a tasting of the famous white wine:
the Vernaccia di San Gimignano!
Mentioned even by Dante Alighieri, this wine is one of the oldest produced in Tuscany and this
area is absolutely the best in the production of white wines.
After a delicious lunch with saffron-based food and Vernaccia wine to accompany them, enjoy a
walk through the medieval town and discover its rich history, making it famous all over the world
as the “Medieval Jewel” of Tuscany!
Admire the imposing city walls, the beauty of the square lined by the ancient towers, once
home of noble families, walk in front of the Collegiata, the main church and climb the hill of
the Rocca for an unforgettable view of the countryside! Do not forget to treat yourself with the
world best gelato produced here by Mr Dondoli!

SAN GIMIGNANO
AND WHITE WINE
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Saffron tasting
Wine tasting
Winery visit
Three courses lunch
Visit of San Gimignano
Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

DISCOVER THE MOST PAINTED CORNER OF TUSCANY, MADE OF ENCHANTED
LANDSCAPES AND TREE-LINED AVENUES.
Experience the real Tuscan essence by visiting the Orcia Valley and its beautiful villages!
Wonder through the Medieval twisty streets of Montalcino, the “capital of the Brunello and
explore the Fortress, whose design became a model for all the Tuscan cities.
Take a walk on top of the hill revealing an amazing view on the valley surrounding the village.
After your morning visit deep into the tradition of the world-famous Brunello wine, by visiting a
family owned estate and discovering all the screts.
Here you will visit the cellar and learn the difference between the Rosso and the Brunello di
Montalcino by tasting the wine and a delicious lunch with the family taking care of you!
Then rejoin your driver and after a scenic drive through the clay hills, you will arrive in the heart of
the Orcia, the last Tuscan stop for the pilgrims traveling from Canterbury to Rome: Pienza.
The town is a real and unexpected Renaissance jewel where you can enjoy the artistic beauty by
discovering the Cathedral as well as the Piccolomini Palace.
Walk along the city walls for a breathtaking view, stroll through the artisans’ shops and stop for a
tasting of the famous and awarded “pecorino” cheese, before heading back home with your eyes
and heart full of beauty and love!

MONTALCINO AND
ORCIA VALLEY TOUR
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Private Tour for couples and small groups
Visit of Montepulciano
Typical tuscan lunch + wine tasting + visit of a
winery
Visit of Pienza, Montalcino + 3 wine tastings
Return to an agreed meeting point or to your
hotel
About 6 hours tour
Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

COME JOIN A MEMORABLE TRUFFLE HUNTING TRIP COMPLETE WITH DOGS
IN THE TUSCAN COUNTRYSIDE.
Tuscany is region where you can discover artistic, architectonical, traditional and historical jewels, but like a coffer offer many more surprising richness.
The nature of his territory and the climate make of this land the perfect place for hidden diamonds: the truffles!!! Any season has its own truffles,
the black you can find almost all year round and the celebrated white ones,
which season starts in October.

TRUFFLE HUNT
EXPERIENCE
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Private tour for couples and small groups

Enjoy a fantastic day immerse into the beautiful nature of Tuscany in an interactive experience,
hunting truffles with the dog and the expert hunter.
Lear about all the secrets: where this real jewel of the groove hides itself, how to train the dogs
and how to recognize the perfect place.

Departure from an agreed meeting point
or from your hotel

At the end of your hunting s time to treat yourself with a truffle-based luch or if you want a truffle-based cooking class where the chef will welcome you in his kingdom to reveal
all the secrets to prepare a perfect meal using this pungent treasure of Tuscany.

Return to an agreed meeting point or to
your hotel

After your lunch rejoin your driver for a relaxing journey back home.

Languages: Italian and English

Truffle-based tuscan lunch

THE TOUR STARTS IN A CHEESE FARM,
WHERE THE TRADITIONAL TUSCAN CHEESE MADE OF SHEEP MILK,
SIR-PECORINO, IS CREATED.
Be part of our ancient tradition and let your local expert introduce you
to authentic the country life in Tuscany!
Discover some of our most genuine products still made with the methods of our ancestors, one
produced for the needs of the family now to treat the palate of anybody: cheese and wine, a
perfect association!
Pay a visit to a local cheese farm with your expert guide and enjoy a day surrounded by nature
learning all the process of the Pecorino chees making.
The shepherd will show you how to reis sheep’s milk and how to transform it the world-famous
Pecorino cheese.
Then learn the different methods of aging and the different types of Pecorino: young, aged
stronger, delicate, fresh….. and obviously taste all of them!!
Then rejoin your driver and crown your day with a vist to a local winery
for a tasting of Chianti Classico,
the best way to deep into the genuine spirit of the Chianti region!

CHEESE AND
RED WINE TOUR
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Cheese farm visit
Cheese tasting
Wine tasting
Winery visit
Three courses lunch
Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

HERE IN CHIANTI AREA “ORGANIC” IS NOT A FASHION WORD USED TO MAKE YOU BUY
MORE EXPENSIVE FOODS,
BUT IT IS AN ADJECTIVE THAT MEANS
“THE OLD WAY TO DO THINGS”.

ORGANIC WINE
TOUR

Enjoy a day completely immerse into the beauty of Tuscany
and learn how its people respect this lush unthatched nature.

THE TOUR INCLUDES :

The organic wine experience is an occasion to understand that in Tuscany this means just doing
things in the ancient and traditional way, as they love to say, “like our grandparents”.

Eight wine tasting
Two winery visits

You will visit two traditional estate where the owner, proud families, will help you to dive into
the past and learn how
the local grapes Sangiovese, Colorino and Canaiolo,
are blended to create the oldest blend of the Chianti Classico
and obviously… taste their nectar!!!

Three courses lunch

The genuine people you will meet here will enrich your experience making you part of a hundreds-years old amazing history, framed by an incredible landscape!

Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

At the end of your day return home for a relaxing evening full of gorgeous memories!

All activities

PASTA AND WINE: THE THINGS YOU THINK ABOUT WHEN IT COMES TO TUSCANY.
WHAT’S BEHIND?
DO YOU KNOW HOW WHEAT BECOMES PASTA AND GRAPES TURN INTO WINE?
NOW YOU HAVE THE CHANCE TO LEARN ABOUT IT.
First of all, the activity will lead you to a pasta factory in Chianti, owned for more than 100 years
by the same family: now the 4^ and 5^ generation work together with the same passion of their
ancestors. In this pasta factory they don’t only produce the “regular” pasta (actually, they have
more than 40 types), but also they make egg pasta and they experiment with ancient grains.
The natural companion of pasta is, of course, wine. The local guide you will have with you for all
the tour will lead you to one of the most famous wineries of Chianti Classico area. Since the end
of the 19th century, the family who owns the place produces fine reds and also whites in a land
blessed with a perfect terroir. People working in the winery know that wine is a mix of science
and art and they will be happy to introduce you to this magical world and reveal their “secrets”:
hard work and passion for a superb quality product.
Lunch is also included with wine pairing class.

PASTA FACTORY
AND WINE TASTING
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Wine tasting
Winery tour and pasta factory visit
3-course lunch
All activities
Wine expert driver guide
Private tour
Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

IF YOU ARE VEGAN, WE ARE SORRY BUT THIS IS NOT HE TOUR FOR YOU .
THE GREAT MEAT TOUR IN TUSCANY: CINTA SENESE E BISTECCA FIORENTINA.
Meat, delicious meat: together with the wine, Tuscany is also a land of incredible meat.
Starting with pork, you will get to know the variety of the so called “cinta senese” (“Sienise belt”,
due to the color of the animal, black with a pink stripe around the belly),
a special breed of domestic pig, raised just in the area around Siena.
This meat obtained also the D.O.P. certification, a strong production control, and it is perfect to
make local cold cuts, known to be really high quality in all Italy and beyond.

GREAT MEAT
TOUR
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Cinta Senese tasting

Don’t miss the chance to try these wonderful products in a local farm where the animals are
both risen and processed.
After the cinta, how we cannot talk about the Florentine steak?
The majesty of all Tuscan meat.
Have the occasion to eat this fantastic 3 to 4 fingers high T-bone steak, cooked by a traditional
local master.

Florentine steak for lunch with drinks

The meat is well-done outside and completely underdone inside, but, believe locals, the flavor
is something unique, meat will literally melt in your mouth like butter.

Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

If you like meat, this is definitely an activity you have to do while you are in Tuscany: you will
come back again, guaranteed.

Wine tasting

Farm’s Visit

ENJOY A FUN FILLED DAY
BY DISCOVERING
THE BEAUTIFUL SIENA AND SAN GIMIGNANO.
Enjoy a fun filled day by discovering the beautiful Siena and San Gimignano.
Meet your private guide in Siena and discover this medieval city nestled on a hill,
considered a real Medieval jewel.
Your guide will show you the world’s oldest bank, on the main street, the net of medieval alleyways leading to the fan-shaped Piazza del Campo—home of the millenary as well as famous
Palio horse race—and many hidden jewels.
Afterword you will walk to the highest part of the city to end your experience with an unforgettable visit to the Duomo with its refined Gothic architecture, treasures and masterpieces! Then
head to San Gimignano and stop on the way for a typical Tuscan lunch, before heading to San
Gimignano. Unique and celebrated for its medieval towers, San Gimignano is a real “blast from
the past” with its still intact atmosphere. With your guide, after crossing the old San Giovanni
Gate, you will walk along the streets and squares of this fascinating town.
You will learn the stories of the pilgrims on the way to Rome and, admiring the breathtaking
views of the surroundings you will reach the square of the Collegiata. The ancient church, like a
casket, still preserves inside frescoes and artworks of outstanding beauty.
At the end of our medieval adventure, you will return back to our time to enjoy the world’s famous “gelato” to enrich this experience in the best way.

SIENA AND
SAN GIMIGNANO
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Private Tour for small groups
Professional Guide
Visit of Siena
Typical tuscan lunch
Visit of San Gimignano
About 5 hours tour, lunch included
Languages: Italian, English, Spanish + German on request

HIKE, RIDE AND BITE

TUSCANY IS ONE OF THE FAVORITE DESTINATIONS OF OUR CYCLIST FRIENDS:
THE VIEWS, THE SMELL OF THE TREES ALONG THE AVENUES,
THE TYPICAL COLOURS OUR HILL
MAKE THIS AREA UNIQUE.

BIKE TOUR
IN TUSCANY

There is a great variety of routes and itineraries: from the less challenging, for those who want to
quietly enjoy both nature and villages, to those for professional cyclists, true cycling enthusiasts
who defy steep climbs with ease.

THE TOUR INCLUDES :

The route that we propose is particularly suitable for those who like to travel to earn unforgettable memories and for such reason often are riding with a camera: we will cross the famous ‘Via
Francigena’, an ancient pilgrimage route linking Canterbury to Rome, a road which is the
benchmark for excellence of Christianity.
In the Middle Ages it was traveled by merchants, armies and pilgrims.
We will ride surrounded by precious landscapes, feeling free to stop for a little rest or to enjoy
the beautiful sight of nature on the Tuscan hills.
What’s waiting for you at the end of the tour?
A full menu for lunch, so to regain his strength after so many hours of cycling. In addition to delicious dishes of Tuscan cuisine, guests can also sample three wines.
You will have no other task than to relax in one of the most beautiful areas in the world.

Private tour for couples and small groups
Typical tuscan lunch + 3 wine tastings
Return to an agreed meeting point
About 6 hours tour
Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

RIDE THROUGH VINEYARD, OLIVE GROVES
AND MEDIEVAL VILLAGES
GETTING IN TUNE WITH SUCH AN INTELLIGENT ANIMAL LIKE A HORSE.
Riding horses in Chianti is one unique and unforgettable experience:
imagine yourself surrounded by the sounds of nature, relaxed, losing the horizon amongst the
rows of vines: this is a heavenly experience even for an experienced horseman.
Getting in tune with such an intelligent animal like a horse is rejuvenating for body and soul:
cross the Chianti countryside paths led by an expert guide, admire those world famous hills covered by olive groves and vineyards and get in tune with nature, your horse and yourself.
Before starting the tour you will be given a brief theoretical introduction by your tour guide.
You’ll ride through vineyards, olive groves and medieval villages.
You will stop by some amazing cellars and fantastic gardens and will get to know about the oil
production process and Chianti wines.
This tour will end with a delicious tasting of fine wines accompanied by local, organic produce.
Complicity created between rider and horse will do the rest, creating a general feeling of well
being, helping to overcome worries and stress.
A riding weekend in Chianti is more than a tour and more than a touristic experience:
by the time you go back home, you will feel enriched, delighted, happier.

HORSEBACK
RIDING
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Private tour for couple and small groups
Departure from an agreed meeting point
or from your hotel at 10:00 am, return to
our agreed meeting point or drop off to
your hotel
Horse riding between vineyards and olive
groves
Tuscan meal + 4 wine tastings
Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

THE VESPA EXPERIENCE
OFFERS AN ORIGINAL TAKE ON TOURING TUSCANY,
WHILE WE TAKE CARE OF EACH AND EVERY DETAIL.
Leave chaos behind you, enjoy the best of Tuscany’s landscapes from your Italian Vespa and
skip traffic like Italians do. Stop as many times you like while reading your Vespa,
discover Tuscany and its multifaceted territory.
We have prepared a selection of stops that are particularly indicated for those who love
photography and gaining monumental number of likes on social medias.
The itinerary involves the breathless Francigena Road.
The ancient route that in medieval times connected Canterbury to Rome and to the harbors of
Apulia has become an iconic itinerary for modern wayfarers,
who today can set off on a surprising and enchanting route on their wonderful Vespa.
Let us open the doors of la creme de la creme of wineries in the area, and introduce you to the
secret, enchanting stories of this millenary production.
The tour will end up with a
fantastic lunch, classic Tuscan style: wooden outdoor table, alfresco dining surrounded by beautiful vineyards, tasting of three wines and outstanding local, seasonal produce.
Pay attention to the only sound that will accompany you along your food experience, that of our
friendly ever-present, beloved cicadas, a true Italian symbol of summer.

VESPA
TOUR
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Cinta Senese tasting
Wine tasting
Florentine steak for lunch with drinks
Farm’s Visit
Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

THE SPIDER TOUR EXPERIENCE IS EXPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THOSE
WHO WANT TO ENJOY THE TREASURES OF CHIANTI ON A VINTAGE ROADSTER,
A CAR FOR TRUE CONNOISSEURS.
The car is compact, stylish and extremely comfortable, a model still used in many films and television commercials, which in the 60s was at the height of its success.
Imagine driving along the Tuscan roads on this mechanical wonder: the immense pleasure to
enjoy the most spectacular views, which have made Tuscany one of the most famous regions in
the world, will be enhanced by driving this spectacular machine.
Our tour starts in the morning, when you will be taken to visit a typical Tuscan village and a family-managed winery estate producing honey, extra virgin olive oil, jam
and the world famous ‘Chianti’.
Depending on season and availability, guests will also be able to visit a balsamic vinegar production, where getting to know this ingredient which is a secret to some of the most delicious
Italian recipes.
At lunchtime you will be served a full meal composed of typical Tuscan tradition dishes and
three fine Chianti wines. Do not miss this tour, perfect for elegant travellers who are also gourmands.

SPIDER
TOUR
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Private Tour for couples and small groups
Third-party insurance for civil liability included
Visit of a small viallge and winery
About 6 hours tour, lunch and wine tasting
included
Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

COME AND EXPERIENCE THE MAGIC OF A BALLOON FLIGHT OVER THE HILLS OF
TUSCANY AND ADMIRE VINEYARDS AND CYPRESS TREES FROM ABOVE
Come and experience the magic of a balloon flight over the hills of Tuscany.
Admire vineyards and cypress trees from above,
let yourself be lulled by the fresh air you breathe at 6000 meters high.
Relieving you gently from the ground you will have a chance to observe a breathtaking scenery
and discover the Chianti hills from another perspective.
The flights are carried out only in the morning and last approximately one hour, during which
you can take beautiful pictures, accompanied by experienced guides with an extraordinary
knowledge of the territory, all this flying over the territory.
Our pilots are certified professionals and have a great experience: you will be in good hands.
Once landed, guests can celebrate their successful and exciting flight with a glass of award-winning Ferrari Maximum Brut,
a banquet of fresh pastries and fresh canapé: a memorable breakfast indeed!

HOT AIR
BALLOON
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Private tour for couples and small groups
Departure from the hotel with pick up time
to be defined and depending on weather
and season (only early morning)
Professional air balloon pilot
Breakfast included
About 1 hour flight
Languages: Italian, English

FARM
EXPERIENCE

HIKING
TOUR

Enjoy a day at at a farm!

Tuscany and its scenery are waiting for you
and you will enjoy them in
the best way!

With the farmer and assistant see how the
animals live and learn how to feed them.
Chickens, goats, dogs, donkeys
and cats will welcome you in in their own
place for a day
immersed in
the nature and
tuscan countryside,
while adults enjoy a wine tasting and
an amazing lunch.

Take your time to walk though the almost
unattached
nature, little grooves, olive trees, farms
and castle nestled on topo of
the hills.
A beautiful occasion to take part to the
natural show Tuscany
offers you: smell, birds, silence and …..
views.
Stop for a snack
prepared for you and accompanied by a
glass of wine!

HANDS ON
ACTIVITIES

YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO MAKE THE DOUGH AND THE SAUCE, ALONG WITH SOME NICE
STARTERS TO ACCOMPANY YOUR PIZZA FOR LUNCH, SURROUNDED BY THE TUSCAN
COUNTRYSIDE THAT WILL BE THE PERFECT FRAME FOR YOUR DAY.
Maybe pizza is the most known food in the world and there is a reason why… it is so good!
Flour, water, tomato, mozzarella and a few other ingredients,
but the things that make the
difference are: time, experience and love.
That’s why we designed this activity: learn how to make pizza on your own with a professional
pizza chef that will introduce you all the techniques to make an Italian style pizza cooked in a
wood hoven.

PIZZA
CLASS
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Pizza Class
All ingredients
English speaking chef

In the class you will learn how to make the dough and the sauce, along with some nice starters
to accompany your pizza for lunch, surrounded by the Tuscan countryside
that will be the perfect frame for your day.

Three courses lunch with Pizza you make

Connect with the Italian soul and bring back home a piece of this centuries old tradition.
This is an activity suitable for everyone, fun is guaranteed!

Languages: Italian, English + French and
Spanish on request

IT IS NOT JUST ABOUT TASTING.
THIS UNIQUE, ORIGINAL EXPERIENCE WILL ALLOW YOU TO CREATE YOUR OWN WINE.
This unique, original experience will allow you to create your own wine with the help of expert
oenologists when visiting some of the best wineries of Tuscany,
choosing amongst five different grapes and create your own customised bottle with cap
and tailor-designed label.
This is a unique, fun and easy way to learn more about the Tuscan wines.
Experts will guide customers step by step, learning how to give a certain character to your very
personal wine. Inside an ancient room under the ‘700 villa, our winemaker will describe the different characteristics of the 5 grapes sampled directly from the oak barrels.
Then, guided by our winemaker but following your personal taste, you will try several blends
and try then to create your “perfect” wine.
The amount of bottles ordered will be placed on a bottle rack for the maturation, which will take
about 25 days. One extra bottle will be immediately given to be taken with you.
During the time of maturation, you may prepare and send us a digital file with your personal
label. Once the maturation has been completed, the wines will be packaged with your personal
label and shipped directly to your home.
A full typical Tuscan lunch may be set up in the old Villa, after of before the experience, accompanied by Monterinaldi’s wines.
The lunch is included in the cost of the experience.

WINE MAKING
WORKSHOP
THE TOUR INCLUDES :
Private tour for couples and small groups
Departure and return from/to an agreed
meeting point or from/to your hotel
Visit of the winery
Meeting with the oenologist + Experience
+ Lunch
Shipping of 12 wine bottles with custom
labels
Languages: Italian and English

COOKING
CLASS

GELATO
CLASS

Would you like to learn the secrets of the
fresh pasta making? Or to
prepare a typical Tuscan lunch?

Learn to make authentic gelato at our
cooking school in Florence.
The class let you learn
how to make gelato as it once was,
following the
Italian guidelines.
The recipes and techniques we use are
ancient and
reflect the way we think.

Take part to a cooking lesson and the
chefs will open his kitchen revealing your
his delicious secrets for a perfect meal.
You will visit a market first and then
you will take part in a fun cooking session where you will prepare a complete
4-course meal.
At the end of the preparation you will taste
your creations
accompanied by wine and drinks, framed
by the city or the Tuscan
countryside.

Our artisan gelato is made respecting the
Italian tradition and it’s the most classic
version of Italian gelato
easily reproducible at home.

MARBLE PAPER
CLASS

PINOCCHIO WOOD
WORKSHOP

In the heart of historic Florence you will
learn the antique art of
marbled paper with ancient tools and time
honored methods, projects
tradition into the future.
Visit the historic workshop and see craft
demonstrations.
The visitor
can learn marbled paper production
methods and the technique of creating
a personalized book, including leather
bookbinding, from start to
finish.
Thanks to antique furnishings and tools,
our workshop premises take the
guest back in time
to 19th century Florence.

Once upon a time .. “A king!” my little
readers will say immediately.
No, children, you are mistaken. Once upon
a time there was a piece of wood….. this
is own the Adventure of Pinocchio begins!
Deep into the fabled world of Pinocchio
and enjoy a fun-filled day in the laboratory
of a wood artisan, creating your own Pinocchio and playing with the materials and
colors at your complete disposal! Liberate
your fantasy and under th expert guidance
of the artist make your masterpiece. The
world of the wood mosaic will reveal your
creativity!
At the end of your sessions return home
with your mind full of stories and in your
hands your beautiful creation.

FAMILY ACTIVITIES

THIS TOUR IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO TRY A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE, WHILE
CAPTURING THE REAL ESSENCE OF LIVING AS TUSCAN FAMILIES FROM THE
COUNTRYSIDE.

GRAPE
STOMPING

Do you want to learn the old process of wine making
being part of a tradition that began many centuries ago?

The tour includes:

Embark upon this incredible experience and be part of the history!
With your private driver you will arrive at the estate nestled on a vineyard-clay hill
where you will feel you are part of a dream!

- Wine tasting and winery visit

Begin with the visit of the charming cellar
an learn about the modern technique of wine making,
at the end of your visit you will be involved in a once-in-a-lifetime charming experience:
you will make the wine crushing the grapes with your feet!
After your work you will enjoy a delicious Tuscan lunch and taste the wines produced in the estate, not the one you produced!
At the end of the day rejoin your driver and head back home.

- Grape Harvest (September and October
only)
- Grape Stomping with feet like the old
tradition
- Tuscan meal
- About 3 hours tour
- Languages: Italian and English

OLIVE
HARVEST

PONY
CLASS

The olive harvest is a traditional, annual
event.
Get involved in this family business and
spend a day singing, chatting and enjoy
the beautiful tuscan countryside.
The olives are picked by hand and
let them fall into big nets placed under
the trees and are then collected in
crates.
Afterwards the olives are transported to a
nearby oil mill for
processing.
The oil obtained is of high quality and can
be consumed right away.

You can make your kids dream come true,
even if just for a few hours.
An expert rider teacher
will take care of your child
with the help of
ponies, riding them
into the beautiful Tuscan countryside.

Come and enjoy the unique colors and
flavors of fall!

Learn how to
behave with animals, the respect and care
they need, start to have some
responsibilities toward a miniature living
horse.
Your kids will never
wish to leave Tuscany.

SCAVENGER HUNT
SIENA
Siena is a town full of symbols and detail
hidden ij the monuments,
discover them with your guide during a
nice and fun completion!
Once
received the list of clues your hunting
starts, follow the indications,
find the object and symbol,
solve the riddles and get your gift
(if you win!)
at the end you will be surprised by
your memories about the
history of Siena

TREASURE
HUNT
Be part of a fun interactive tour of
Florence follow the clues
and step by step
discover the city and the details
hidden in the monuments,
conquer your points by solving
the riddles
and at the end of your
hunting receive
your price
and a delicious gelato.

CITY LIFE

FLORENCE
EXPERIENCES
- WALKING TOUR
Enjoy a walk in the city of beauty
discovering the Florence highlights!
The majestic Duomo with its dome built
by Brunelleschi,
Piazza della
Repubblica, the famous Piazza della
Signoria, the open air museum of
Florence,
Ponte vecchio among many other
treasures preserved in the
city.

- BIKE TOUR
A different and amazing way to discover Florence from another point of
view: riding a bike among the ancient monuments and exploring hidden
parts and then relax with a nice Florentine coffee
- ACADEMIA TOUR
Pay a visit to the fabulous original Michelangelo’s David, at the Accademia Gallery, where you
will discover the energetic Prigioni, the sculptures left unfinished by the Florentine genius,
among other treasures.
- DUOMO TOUR
Be part of the wonderful history of the Santa Maria del Fiore cathedral, the celebrated Duomo
of Florence and discover with your guide step by step all the phases of its creation. Pay a visit to
the Baptistery with its precious mosaics, to the museum of the cathedral preserving the original
“Gate of Paradise” made by Ghiberti and one of the most touching Michelangelo’s Pietá! Then
climb the famous Brunelleschi’dome for the most beautiful view of the city.

- ARTISAN TOUR
Discover the Florentine “mystery and mastery” by being introduced into the magic world of the
artisans, who made Florence famous since the Middle-ages. Mosaic, leather making, jewelry ,
fine paper making and other high-hand manufacts will amaze you as you learn from expert
artisans the process of creation in their workshops.
- UFFIZI TOUR
Enjoy a visit in the world’s oldest museum where you will admire the paintings made by Giotto,
Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Tiziano and Caravaggio among other unparalleled
beauties.
- FOOD TOUR
The best way to understand a city is to taste it! Enjoy a delicious culinary tour though the traditional places, bars and markets of the city;
discover the tradition of the truffles, the extra vergine olive oil,
the pecorino and salami as well as the ribollita while walking in the city with your expert food
guide and top your experience with a delicious and genuine gelato.

SIENA
EXPERIENCES
-WALKING TOUR
Enjoy a visit in the city considered the
jewel of the Middle-Ages and
discover its millenary traditions.
You will learn about the world’s
oldest bank, the pilgrim path,
you will wonder in front of the beauty of
the fan-shaped Campo square
and delight your eyes with the fabled
Romanesque-Gothic cathedral
and the treasure there preserved!

-BIKE TOUR
Explore Siena riding an e-bike and discover the hills and the views of
the city in a comfortable way: hidden hallways, beautiful unusual
fountains, the borgo won’t have secrets for you!
At the end of the
riding joy a glass of prosecco in the Campo square.
- FOOD TOUR
Explore and taste Siena and its millenary food traditions, start with a
coffe in the bar off the locals and continue
with the awarded pecorino
cheeses, the Chianti and Brunello wines,
the famous “ciaccino”, the “pici”.
Do not forget the most sinful and delicious desserts like
Ricciarelli biscuits, the panforte and traditional seasons cakes! For an
unforgettable day in siena.

- MUSEUMS
Discover the history and beauty the city exploring the most important
monuments reflecting the powers of the past!
Explore the famous Duomo
complex, the headquarter of the religious power with its artistic jewel;
then pay a visit the the Public Palace, once the symbol of the political
power of the proud Repubblica of Siena;
here enjoy its fine frescoes among them the amazing “Good Government” painted
by Ambrogio Lorenzetti,
then wonder in front of the masterpieces of Simone Martini.
- CONTRADE
Be part of something unique in Siena and deep into the tradition of the
world’s famous horse race: the Palio.
The millenary race, celebrated
twice a year in the Campo square, is not a simple historical event but
in Siena it is the reason of life reflecting uses, relations, and friendships!
Learn about the Contrada, the name for the districts of the
city and how the habitants consider themselves a big family, enter in
the museums and they private place to discover more about this fascinating part of the city life.

LUCCA
EXPERIENCES

- WALKING TOUR
Discover the beauty of Lucca with your private guide! Enjoy a walk on
the city walls, and walk until San Michele and San Martino, the delicate
Romanesque churches of Lucca; walk along Via Fillungo lined by wonderful
Medieval towers and learn the story of the Guinigi Family whose tower is
still decorated with a garden on top! End up your experience exploring
the famous Anfiteatro square to discover the ancient roman origins of
the city
- BIKE TOUR
Bike in Lucca like an insider and discover the city from the best place,
the top of the city walls! Enjoy the view of the medieval towers and the
hidden gardens like, The Palazzo Pfanner one, a real Baroque jewel set
in the old city. Then continue your exploration riding through Piazza
San Michele and San Martino, as well as San Frediano! Top your
experience tasting the famous Buccellato, the typical dessert in Lucca

PISA
EXPERIENCES
- WALKING TOUR
Discover the beauty of the “Squares of
Miracles” and enjoy a visit
to the stunning monuments of the world’s
celebrated Square crenated
since the early Middle-Ages to show the
international power of the most
powerful city of the Mediterranean area.
Learn about the reputation of
Pisa, wonder inside the Baptistery and its
“secret”. Then walk
through the Romanesque cathedral and
end up with the famous leaning
tower or climb it for a spectacular view of
the city and the countryside
around it!

BESPOKE TUSCANY
INFO@BESPOKETUSCANY.COM
+39 349 5686550

